In building a network from physical protein binding data, it is customary to consider individual proteins as the nodes, and the existence of a physical interaction between a pair of proteins, e.g. as measured by high-throughput experiments, as a link between two corresponding nodes. Fig.·1A shows the protein interaction network (PIN) for the yeast C. elegans using data from various high-throughput experiments available from The BioGRID (version 2.0.20; http://www.thebiogrid.org/). The lowest connectivity nodes (only a single neighbor) are colored blue, nodes with an intermediate connectivity (two to nine) are green, while the highly connected nodes (у10 neighbors) are colored red. This figure suggests that the network is somewhat organized in a layer structure, with the majority of the singly connected nodes at the periphery and the highly connected nodes in the center. However, we need to Many complex systems can be represented and analyzed as networks, and examples that have benefited from this approach span the natural sciences. For instance, we now know that systems as disparate as the World Wide Web, the Internet, scientific collaborations, food webs, protein interactions and metabolism all have common features in their organization, the most salient of which are their scale-free connectivity distributions and their small-world behavior. The recent availability of large-scale datasets that span the proteome or metabolome of an organism have made it possible to elucidate some of the organizational principles and rules that govern their function, robustness and evolution. We expect that combining the currently separate layers of information from gene regulatory networks, signal transduction networks, protein interaction networks and metabolic networks will dramatically enhance our understanding of cellular function and dynamics.
Introduction
The post-genomic era has brought unprecedented opportunities to bridge and bring together traditionally separate disciplines in the natural sciences. The development of highthroughput techniques and the wide availability of large biological datasets, ranging from annotated genomes to organism-level maps of protein interactions and cellular metabolism, have made it possible simultaneously to probe cellular function at multiple levels. Most of the dramatic progress in the natural sciences during the last century can be directly related to the reductionist approach; the behavior of a system can be predicted and understood solely from the detailed knowledge of the system's elementary constituents.
However, it is by now clear that our ability to understand simple fundamental laws governing the individual building blocks is a far cry from being able to predict the overall behavior of a complex system (Anderson, 1972) . Since evolutionary forces have shaped the complex and highly nonlinear interactions between genes, proteins and metabolites, there exists considerable variation in the nature of both the elementary building blocks and their interactions, requiring the development of novel methods capable of uncovering cellular organization and functional principles at the systems level.
In this review, I aim to show how computational systems biology (Kitano, 2002) , and more particularly network theory as applied to biological systems, offers quantifiable tools to uncover organizational principles of biological systems at the cellular level. Network theory and biology introduce quantitative, statistical measures to systematically probe the properties of this PIN.
In this example, links represented experimentally measured binding. However, links may represent more general relationships between proteins than just physical binding. For instance, correlations between mRNA expression profiles in microarray data can be used as a basis for the determination of a direct link between two nodes. In this situation, one may define interactions between proteins whose mRNA expression profiles have a correlation value above an appropriately chosen cut-off, say , while no links are introduced when the pair-wise correlation values are less than .
With the availability of large-scale experimental data on PINs, such as those for Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Uetz et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2001; Gavin et al., 2002; Ho et al., 2002) and
Drosophila melanogaster (Giot et al., 2003) , network approaches have become crucial for developing a comprehensive understanding at the organism level. There exist many methods to dissect and analyze networks in general, and the PIN in particular. In the following, I will discuss the most common of these methods, while highlighting the biologically relevant information that can be gleaned.
Applying the tools of network analysis, a system's interacting elements (e.g. genes, proteins or metabolites) are represented as nodes, and the existence of an interaction between two elements as a link between the respective nodes. Links may carry information about the interaction, either as a link weight (interaction strength) or by specifying an interaction asymmetry (link direction). In general, a network consists of N nodes and M links and is represented mathematically as a binary matrix frequently called the 'adjacency matrix' [a ij ]. An interaction between the nodes i and j is present when the matrix element a ij =1 and absent if a ij =0.
Connectivity distribution
The modeling and analysis of systems as disparate as the World Wide Web and PINs has revealed surprising similarities in their structural organization. Possibly the simplest measure to characterize the role that a node (in this section, a protein) plays in the network is the 'node connectivity', or degree, k i =⌺ j a ij . We can also define the 'average node degree' in the network, corresponding to an average protein's number of interaction partners, <k>=(1/N)⌺ i k i . However, these measures do not provide a detailed insight into the organization of PINs.
To gain a more detailed insight into the structure of the PIN, we study the 'connectivity distribution' given by P(k)=N k /N, where N k is the number of nodes with k neighbors. From this measure, we may determine the variation in connectivities in the network. Such distributions were studied by Erdös and Rényi (e.g. Bollobás, 2001) and they showed that simple random graphs lead to a Poisson connectivity distribution. However, for many real networks, including the PINs, P(k) does not have a Poissontype behavior or, even more generally, a unimodal behavior as predicted by the Erdös-Rényi random graph theory. Instead, P(k) is frequently found to adhere to a heavy-tailed distribution that is often modeled as a power-law P(k)~k -␥ (Albert and Barabási, 2002) . Fig.·1 shows a side-by-side comparison of a generic Poisson and power-law distribution using linear ( Fig.·1B ) and logarithmic scales ( Fig.·1C) . Notably, the logarithmic scale represents the power-law distribution as a straight line, and its decay is clearly seen to be significantly slower than that of the Poisson. Consequently, slowly decaying distributions such as the power-law are described as being heavy-tailed. Fig.·2 shows the connectivity distribution of the PINs of the yeast S. cerevisiae, the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and the fruit fly D. melanogaster (see also Table·1).
It is interesting to note that if the connectivity distribution had instead been single-peaked, such as a Poisson or a Gaussian, the notion of a typical node, as described by the average connectivity <k>, would be valid. Since the PINs are networks with a heavy-tailed connectivity distribution, the majority of the nodes only have a few interaction partners while they coexist with nodes that participate in hundreds of interactions. Consequently, there exists no typical node in the PINs, and they are frequently described as being 'scale-free'. The class of nodes with a very large number of interaction partners is called a network 'hub'. These hub proteins often have biological properties that are significantly different from those of proteins participating in only a few interactions. Note that no formal definition exists to separate a hub protein from non-hub proteins.
One of the most popular network models that captures the observed heterogeneity of the connectivity distribution was proposed by Barabási and Albert (Barabási and Albert, 1999) . It is similar to a model by Price (Price, 1965) [see Newman (Newman, 2003b) , for a detailed discussion and comparison of the models]. These models are based on the notion that in a growing and evolving network, new nodes are not connected with uniform probability to already existing nodes. Instead, new nodes have a higher chance of connecting to those with many neighbors than to nodes with few. This is often called the E. Almaas rich-gets-richer effect or 'preferential attachment'. If the chance ⌸ i of connecting to an already existing node i is linearly proportional to the node degree k i , i.e. ⌸ i =k i /⌺ j k j , the resulting connectivity distribution is a power-law with an exponent of ␥=3 (Albert and Barabási, 2002; Newman, 2003b) .
Note that, if the effective preferential attachment rule is a non-linear function of the degree k, we can no longer expect the resulting connectivity distribution to be scale-free (Krapivsky et al., 2000; Krapivsky and Redner, 2001) . In particular, if the preferential attachment rule is slower than linear in k, the connectivity distribution is a stretched exponential. For the case of a preferential attachment rule that is faster than linear in k, the resulting network is of a star type, where the majority of the nodes are connected to a single 'super-hub' (Krapivsky et al., 2000; Krapivsky and Redner, 2001) .
Protein interaction networks and evolution
Although the connectivity distribution of PINs is heavytailed, which is consistent with the preferential attachment prediction, it is far from clear that the actual evolutionary mechanisms responsible for the current structure of these networks are related to preferential attachment. It appears unlikely that an evolutionary process directly measures the size of a protein's network neighborhood. In fact, multiple alternative processes exist that may give rise to a scale-free connectivity distribution (Newman, 2005) . These include local network growth rules, such as gene duplication (addition of nodes) and gene diversification (loss and/or addition of links) 
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Connectivity of distribution P (k) B C 10 0 10 1 10 2 10 0 10 1 10 2 10 3 10 0 10 1 10 2 10 -6 10 -5 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 10 0 Fig.·2 . Connectivity distribution P(k) for the protein interaction networks of (A) the yeast S. cerevisiae, (B) the nematode C. elegans and (C) the fly D. melanogaster from The BioGRID (version 2.0.20; http://www.thebiogrid.org/). The colors in B correspond to the node-colors in Fig.·1 ; nodes with a connectivity of one are blue, a connectivity between two and nine is green, and highly connected nodes (у10) are red. Network theory and biology (for a review, see Albert and Barabási, 2002) , all giving rise to scale-free connectivity distributions. Consequently, models based on local growth mechanisms demonstrate that there are many possible network expansion rules that have an effective linear preferential attachment as a result. Nevertheless, it is possible to directly estimate the evolutionary rates of link addition or removal, as well as those of node duplication from empirical data (Wagner, 2001) . Focusing on the yeast PIN, two empirical studies (Eisenberg and Levanon, 2003; Wagner, 2003) clearly support the hypothesis that local network-growth rules give rise to linear preferential attachment, where highly connected proteins display an elevated rate of interaction turnover.
Network clustering
It has long been argued that biological systems are 'functionally modular' (e.g. Hartwell et al., 1999) , and it has been a much sought-after goal to understand how this modularity is reflected in the structure of the networks. The 'clustering coefficient' (c) of a node (Watts and Strogatz, 1998) :
measures the degree to which the neighborhood of a node resembles a complete subgraph built from triangles and is the ratio of the actual number of triangles to all possible triangles, for which node i is a member. Consequently, c i is a measure of the cliquishness, or transitivity, of the local neighborhood. Take Fig.·4C as a network example. Nodes D-B-E are connected in a triangle, while nodes A-C-B-D are connected in a square. The clustering of node A is c A =0, since there is no direct link between its nearest neighbors, nodes C and D. However, the clustering of node E is c E =1, since its two (only) neighbors are connected. Finally, the clustering of node B is c B =1/6, since some of its neighbors (namely nodes D and E) are directly connected.
The average clustering coefficient <C>=(1/N)⌺ i c i provides information on the global distribution of links. A value of <C> close to unity indicates a high level of modularity, or cohesiveness of triangles, in the network, while a value close to zero indicates a lack of modularity. It is customary to test the significance of a particular <C> value by comparison with a suitable random-network model consisting of the same number of nodes and links (Albert and Barabási, 2002) . For most such null models, we would find a reference clustering of <C> rand =<k>/N, where <k>=2M/N is the average node degree.
Assuming that a network has a non-zero <C>, we may further investigate the network's large-scale modularity structure by studying the average clustering as a function of node degree, C(k) (Dorogovtsev et al., 2002) . If the network shows a hierarchical modularity (Ravasz et al., 2002) , then the clustering C(k)~1/k. In this case, nodes with few neighbors tend to have network neighborhoods with high clustering, while the 1 j,l a ij a il a jl , c i = k i (k i -1) ⌺ highly connected nodes act as bridges tying different parts of the network together. However, the network modules are not clearly discernible, being interwoven on all levels.
Network assortativity
In many real networks, there exist correlations between the properties of neighboring nodes. In particular, it is often the case that the connectivity of neighboring nodes is correlated. When these correlations are absent, we can expect that the joint probability of two randomly selected nodes i and j having k i and k j neighbors, respectively, is P(k i ,k j )=P(k i )P(k j ). However, in the presence of such node-node correlations, knowing the connectivity k i of node i, we have received information about the connectivity of any node j directly connected to node i with a link. Several methods have been developed to measure these connectivity correlations, and we will highlight two of them (Maslov and Sneppen, 2002; Pastor-Satorras et al., 2001; Newman, 2002; Newman, 2003a) .
The first method to measure correlations between neighboring nodes was suggested by Vespignani and coworkers (Pastor-Satorras et al., 2001) . It measures connectivity correlations by calculating the 'neighborhood connectivity' of a node k nn,i =(1/k i )⌺ j k j a ij , where index nn denotes 'nearest neighbor'. Consequently, k nn,i measures the affinity with which a node i connects to other nodes of either high or low degrees. In Fig.·3 , we have plotted the function k nn (k), which is the average neighborhood degree for nodes with connectivity k. Note that if k nn (k) is an increasing function of k, the network shows an 'assortative' mixing, and high-degree nodes preferentially tend to be connected to other high-degree nodes. For the opposite situation, where k nn (k) is a decreasing function of k (as in Fig.·3B ), low-degree nodes tend to be connected to high-degree nodes, and the network is 'disassortative'. This is also the typical case for computer networks, where a limited number of servers each are connected to a large number of individual computers (Pastor-Satorras et al., 2001) .
The second method of measuring degree-degree correlations in a network is the Pearson correlation, , in nearest neighbor degrees, called the 'assortativity' (Newman, 2002) . A Pearson correlation is often interpreted as a measure of a linear relationship between two variables, in this case the connectivity of node pairs joined by a link. The degree-degree correlation ranges from =1 to =-1. The distribution k nn (k) and the assortativity are related as follows. If k nn (k) is uniform, then =0. However, if k nn (k) is increasing or decreasing, then is positive or negative, respectively. The magnitude of indicates the strength of the correlation. It is straightforward to develop similar expressions for directed networks (Newman, 2003a) .
The last column of Table·1 shows the assortativity for three whole-organism-level PINs. As expected, the trends displayed in Fig.·3 agree with the assortativity correlations calculated using (Newman, 2002) . In particular, Fig.·3A and Fig.·3C show no clear increasing or decreasing trend in k nn (k), which agrees well with the calculated assortativity values being close to zero. Taken together, these two methods offer detailed insights into the connectivity correlations of a network.
Protein interaction networks and essentiality
So far we have discussed topological properties of PINs without emphasizing the close relationship between network representations and biological information. The first indication that the large-scale structure of a PIN network might carry biological information arose from investigations of network robustness (Albert et al., 2000) . This work demonstrated that networks with heavy-tailed connectivity distributions were robust against random failures, yet fragile when an attack occurred at a highly connected node. The robustness of a network was evaluated in terms of a network topology measure, the 'giant component'. A connected component consists of all nodes between which there exists a path, and the giant component is the largest among the connected components. The third column of Table·1 lists the giant component of the three PINs. We can study the resilience of a network to node removal by monitoring the size S of the giant component while randomly deleting nodes from the network (corresponding to failure) or iteratively removing the largest hubs (corresponding to attack). Through such a node-removal analysis, it was discovered that networks with a scale-free connectivity distribution retain a giant component while subject to random failures (Albert et al., 2000) . On the other hand, when the scalefree networks are subject to attack, they fragment very quickly. Consequently, these networks are extremely robust against random perturbations, yet highly susceptible to targeted attacks.
Several molecular biology techniques are now available for the experimental perturbation and disruption of PINs. In fact, a large-scale experimental study in S. cerevisiae shows that only 18.7% of the total number of genes are essential on disruption or removal (Giaever et al., 2002) , while a study on Escherichia coli found 13.7% of the genes to be essential (Gerdes et al., 2003) . Motivated by the above theoretical and experimental observations on network fragility, Barabási and co-workers investigated the possibility of correlations between a protein's connectivity and its phenotypic essentiality, discovering an increasing likelihood for highly connected proteins to be essential (Jeong et al., 2001) . In other words, the more interaction partners a protein has, the more likely it is to be involved in an essential cellular function. This result is often called the 'centrality-lethality' rule. Although recently debated (Coulomb et al., 2005) , careful analyses strongly support the centrality-lethality rule (Batada et al., 2006) .
A recent study suggests that the increased lethality of highly connected proteins can be explained by a simple mechanism (He and Zhang, 2006) . The idea is to explain the centralitylethality rule by assuming that essential nodes and 'links' are randomly distributed on the network. The function of an essential link is carried out by the interaction of the incident proteins, and both nodes are essential. This model generates the centrality-lethality rule through the simple fact that it is more likely for a hub to partake in an essential link than for a lowdegree node. By choosing the essential link and node fractions appropriately, it is possible to fit the observed centralitylethality rule within experimental error bars (He and Zhang, 2006) .
Since highly connected proteins occupy a special role in the network, it is interesting to study if hub proteins should evolve at a different pace from proteins with only a few interaction partners (Batada et al., 2006) . Indeed, because highly connected proteins do not have a higher density of active domains, they do not show any significant difference in mean rate of protein evolution. However, the hub proteins of S. cerevisiae contain a higher number of phosphorylation sites than do non-hub proteins and show a marked trend of being encoded by mRNAs with short half-lives. This indicates that highly connected proteins are subject to much tighter control, being part of dynamic short-lived protein complexes (Batada et al., 2006) .
Protein interaction networks and dynamics
We have focused on the static aspects of a PIN, but proteins are constantly being degraded and produced and many carry out their functions in specific cellular locations such as a cellular membrane. A more realistic depiction would address the temporal and spatial aspects of the situation. Wholeorganism protein-expression arrays are currently unavailable, and the chosen substitute has been the mRNA expression array. A recent analysis (Han et al., 2004) indicates that highly connected nodes in the S. cerevisiae PIN are either 'date-hubs', binding to their partners at different times or locations, or 'party-hubs', which interact with most of their network neighbors simultaneously. Including temporal aspects in the PIN analysis allows for the investigation of information flow, since the temporal activation of protein transcription is reflective of evolved regulatory mechanisms to ensure proper cellular responses to external stimuli.
Network analysis of metabolism
Cellular metabolism depends on enzymatic reactions where substrates, such as glucose or acetate, are converted into products by enzymes. However, the set of metabolic reactions can be translated into a network representation in many different ways. Fig.·4 demonstrates several possible network representations of a simple metabolic reaction set. Fig.·4A describes the relationship between the metabolites A-F. In the first reaction, A+BrC+D, we say that A and B are educts and C and D are products. A common network representation is displayed in Fig.·4C , where metabolites are nodes, and two metabolites are connected with an undirected link if they participate as an educt and a product, respectively, in the same reaction. Note that a link does not represent a single reaction, or enzyme, as two metabolites may appear in multiple reactions. An example of this possibility is shown in Fig.·4A , where metabolites A and D co-occur in reactions R 1 and R 3 , and the link between A and D in Fig.·4C corresponds to both reactions. To further complicate the mapping, one reaction may also appear as multiple links (see Fig.·4 ). An alternative representation is that of a bipartite network ( Fig.·4E) , where the two kinds of nodes are metabolites or enzymes. For this case, a directed link from (to) a metabolite to (from) an enzyme indicates that the metabolite acts as an educt (product) in that reaction. Finally, a metabolic reaction set may also be represented as a reaction-reaction network (Fig.·4F) . Here, the nodes are reactions and a (possibly directed) link is included between two nodes (reactions) i and j if a metabolite is used as an educt (product) in reaction i and as a product (educt) in reaction j.
Metabolic network structure
The various network representations of Fig.·4 have different statistical properties.
Using the bacterial metabolism in E. coli as an example, Fig.·5 shows the differences in the connectivity distribution, P(k), implied by the three network representations detailed in Fig.·4B -D. Note that P(k) is heavy-tailed in all panels of Fig.·5 ; however, the result is not as simple for a bipartite network representation (Fig.·4E ). In this case, it is possible to distinguish between metabolites and enzymes; for the metabolites, the connectivity distribution is heavy tailed, while the enzyme distribution is best fit by an exponential. This is not surprising, as cofactors such as ATP or NADP may contribute to hundreds of reactions while an enzyme has a limited number of active domains. To further contrast and compare potential biases of various network representations, Table·2 shows the clustering <C> and the assortativity for three organisms using the network representations of Fig.·4B ,C. As expected, the clustering and assortativity corresponding to Fig.·4B is significantly higher than that of Fig.·4C , since the network representation in the former implies a fully connected subgraph for each reaction.
Weighted metabolic networks The majority of network studies have focused on topological properties and not on the rate of metabolic activity, which can vary significantly from reaction to reaction. This important function is not captured by standard topological approaches. It is necessary to include this information in the network description to develop an understanding of how the structure of a metabolic network affects metabolic activity. A meaningful understanding requires us to consider the intensity (i.e. strength), the direction (when applicable) and the temporal aspects of the interactions. Although much is still unknown about the temporal aspects of metabolic activity inside a cell, recent results have provided information about the relative intensities of the interactions in single-cell metabolism (Sauer et al., 1999; Canonaco et al., 2001; Gombert et al., 2001; Emmerling et al., 2002; Fischer and Sauer, 2003; Cannizzaro et al., 2004; Blank et al., 2005; Fischer and Sauer, 2005) . We may incorporate these E. Almaas results into the network analysis by considering links not only to be present or absent, but additionally to carry a 'link weight' that reflects the non-uniform interaction strength between two nodes. A natural, although not unique, measurement of interaction strength for a metabolic network is the amount of substrate being converted to a product per unit time, called the 'flux' of the reaction.
A simple linear optimization approach, called 'flux-balance analysis' (FBA), enables us to calculate the flux rate for each reaction in a whole-cell metabolic network. The FBA method is based on the assumption that the concentration of all cellular metabolites, [A i ], not subject to transport across the cell membrane must satisfy the steady-state constraint of d[A i ]/dt=⌺ j S ij j =0, where S ij is the stoichiometric coefficient of metabolite A i in reaction j, t is time, and j is the steady-state flux of reaction j. We follow the convention that S ij <0 (S ij >0) if metabolite i is a substrate (product) in reaction j. Take Fig.·4A as an example. The stoichiometric coefficients of reaction j=R 3 are then S A,R3 =-2, S E,R3 =-1, S D,R3 =1, while S B,R3 =S C,R3 =S F,R3 =0. Note that any flux value i satisfying the steady-state constraint corresponds to a stoichiometrically allowed state of the cell. To select flux values that are biologically relevant, we optimize for cellular growth. Experiments support this hypothesis in several conditions, but there are also other meaningful objectives. See Bonarius et al. (Bonarius et al., 1997) and Kauffman et al. (Kauffman et al., 2003) for a more detailed discussion of FBA. The recent advances in whole-genome annotation has made it possible to generate highfidelity whole-cell level metabolic networks. Metabolic models of the prokaryotic Helicobacter pylori and E. coli, as well as the eukaryote S. cerevisiae, have been used to predict 'essential genes' (Edwards and Palsson, 2000; Schilling et al., 2002; Duarte et al., 2004; Papp et al., 2004) , 'epistatic interactions' where the action of one gene is modified by one or multiple genes at different loci (Segre et al., 2005) , and possible 'minimal microbial genomes' (Burgard et al., 2001; Pal et al., 2006) . The resulting fluxes from FBA measure each reaction's relative activity. In particular, Almaas et al. demonstrate that, similar to the degree distribution, the flux distribution of E. coli displays a strong overall Table 2 . Average clustering and assortativity for three organismal metabolic networks using the network representations described in Fig.·4B Fig.·4B and Fig.·4C, respectively. A Flux values Flux distrib. P () B 10 -4 10 -3 10 0 10 1 10 -2 10 -1 10 2 10 -4 10 -3 10 0 10 1 10 -2 10 -1 10 -5 10 -6 10 -5 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 10 0 Fig.·6 . Distribution of metabolic reaction flux values (link weights) from FBA analysis for the metabolic network of the budding yeast S. cerevisiae in (A) aerobic, glucose-limited and (B) aerobic, acetate-limited conditions. Network theory and biology inhomogeneity: reactions with fluxes spanning several orders of magnitude coexist in the same environment (Almaas et al., 2004) . Applying the FBA computational approach, the flux distribution for S. cerevisiae (Fig.·6) is heavy-tailed, indicating that P()~ -␣ with a flux exponent of ␣=1.5. In a recent experiment, the strength of the various fluxes of the central metabolism of E. coli was measured using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) methods (Emmerling et al., 2002) , revealing a power-law flux dependence P()~ -1 (Almaas et al., 2004) . This power-law behavior indicates that a vast majority of reactions with small fluxes coexists with a few reactions that have large fluxes.
The FBA approach allows us to analyze the metabolic network as a weighted network since each reaction is assigned a flux value. Such a generalization of non-weighted network measures was originally introduced in the context of the airline transportation and co-authorship networks (Barrat et al., 2004) . The first of the generalized network measures is called the 'node strength', s i , of a node i, defined as s i =⌺ j w ij a ij , where w ij is the weight of the link connecting nodes i and j, and a ij is the adjacency matrix as before. The node strength acts as a generalization of the node degree to weighted networks and sums the total weight on the links connected to a node. Fig.·7 shows the distribution of node strengths, P(s), for E. coli metabolism with glucose as the single carbon source.
We continue by generalizing the clustering coefficient to weighted networks. Since c i indicates the local density of triangles, a similar definition with link-weights should make it possible to discern if large or small weights are more or less likely to be found clustered together. We denote one possible definition given by Barrat et al. (Barrat et al., 2004) as c w,i , and the average weighted clustering is <C w >=(1/N)⌺ i c w,i . If no correlations exist between weights and topology, this new definition of clustering coefficient is equal to that of the unweighted network. Furthermore, we may identify two possible scenarios. If <C w > is greater than <C>, large weights are predominantly distributed in local clusters, whereas if <C w > is less than <C>, triangles are built using mostly low-weight links. Other possible definitions of a weighted clustering coefficient with somewhat different properties have been proposed (Onnela et al., 2005; Zhang and Horvath, 2005; Holme et al., 2007) .
Fluxes and metabolic network structure
The flux distributions of a metabolic network rely on the network topology. Some of this dependence is understood by studying the correlation between w ij , the strength of the link connecting nodes i and j and their respective connectivities, k i and k j . The metabolic fluxes scale as <w ij >~(k i k j ) , where =0.5 under glucose-limited conditions in S. cerevisiae (Fig.·8A ) and E. coli (Macdonald et al., 2005) , as well as the World-Air-Transportation network (Barrat et al., 2004) . We may also find similar behavior in network models. As an example, the betweenness-centrality [a measure of how many shortest paths utilize a given node or link (see Brandes, 2001; Freeman, 1977; Newman, 2001; Wasserman and Faust, 1994) on the Barabási-Albert network model (Fig.·8C) ]. However, other values for are possible, as demonstrated in Fig.·8B , where we find =0.7 for metabolic fluxes under acetate-limited conditions.
How does the network structure influence flux patterns on the level of single metabolites? The observed scale-free flux distribution is compatible with two quite different potential local flux structures. A homogeneous local organization would imply that all reactions producing (consuming) a given metabolite have comparable flux values. On the other hand, a more de-localized, or 'hot backbone', is expected if the local flux organization is heterogeneous, such that each metabolite has a dominant source (consuming) reaction. To distinguish between these two scenarios, we define the measure Y(k,i) (Barthelemy et al., 2003; Almaas et al., 2004) for each metabolite produced or consumed by k reactions, with the following characteristics. If all reactions producing (consuming) metabolite i have comparable values, Y(k,i)Ϸ1/k. If, however, the activity of a single reaction dominates, then Y(k,i)Ϸ1, i.e. Y(k,i) is independent of k. For the two cases where the E. coli metabolic performance is optimized with glucose and succinate as the only available carbon sources, Y(k)~k -0.27 . This is an intermediate behavior between the two extreme cases described above. However, the exponent value of ␤=-0.27 indicates that the large-scale inhomogeneity observed in the overall flux distribution is increasingly valid at the level of the individual metabolites as well.
Consequently, for most metabolites, a single reaction can be identified that dominates its production or consumption. A simple algorithm is capable of extracting the sub-network solely consisting of these dominating reactions, called the 'high-flux backbone' (HFB) (Almaas et al., 2004) . This algorithm has the following two steps: (1) for each metabolite, discard all incoming and outgoing links except the two links that dominate mass production; and (2) from the resulting set of reactions, keep only those reactions that appear as both a maximal producer and a maximal consumer.
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Node strength distrib. P (s) B 10 3 10 -3 10 0 10 1 10 -2 10 -1 10 2 10 2 10 -3 10 0 10 1 10 -2 10 -1 10 -4 10 - Note that the resulting HFB is specific to the particular choice of system boundary conditions (i.e. environment). Interestingly, the HFB mostly consists of reactions linked together, forming a giant component with a star-like topology that includes almost all metabolites produced in a specific growth environment. Only a few pathways are disconnected; while these pathways are members of the HFB, their end-products serve only as the second most important source for some other HFB metabolite. One may further analyze the properties of the HFB (Almaas et al., 2004) ; however, we limit our discussion and simply mention that groups of individual HFB reactions largely agree with the traditional, biochemistry-based partitioning of cellular metabolism into pathways. For example, in the E. coli metabolic model, all metabolites of the citric acid cycle are recovered, and so are a considerable fraction of other important pathways, such as those being involved in histidine, murein and purine biosynthesis, to mention a few. While the detailed nature of the HFB depends on the particular growth conditions, the HFB captures the reactions that dominate the metabolic activity for this condition. As such, it offers a complementary approach to elementary flux mode and extreme pathway analyses (Schuster and Hilgetag, 1994; Schilling et al., 2000; Papin et al., 2004) , which successfully determine the available modes of operation for smaller metabolic sub-networks.
Metabolic core reactions
Any whole-cell metabolic model contains a number of transport reactions for the uptake of nutrients and excretion of byproducts. Consequently, we may systematically sample among all possible environments captured by the model through varying the constraints on uptake reactions. This analysis suggests that optimal metabolic flows are adjusted to environmental changes through two distinct mechanisms (Almaas et al., 2004) . The more common mechanism is 'flux plasticity', involving changes in the fluxes of already active reactions when the organism is shifted from one growth condition to another. For example, changing from glucose-to succinate-rich media altered the flux of 264 E. coli reactions by more than 20%. Less commonly, environmental changes may induce 'structural plasticity', resulting in changes to the metabolism's active wiring diagram, turning on previously zero-flux reactions and inhibiting previously active pathways. For example, when shifting E. coli cells from glucose-to succinate-rich media, 11 previously active reactions were turned off completely, while nine previously inactive reactions were turned on.
The 'metabolic core' is the set of reactions found to be active (carrying a non-zero metabolic flux) in all tested environments. In recent computational experiments where more than 30·000 E. Almaas possible environments were sampled, the metabolic core contained 138 of the 381 metabolic reactions in the model of H. pylori (36.2%), 90 of 758 in E. coli (11.9%) and 33 of 1172 in S. cerevisiae (2.8%) . While these reactions respond to environmental changes only through fluxbased plasticity, the remaining reactions are conditionally active, being turned on only in specific growth conditions.
The metabolic core can be further partitioned into two types of reactions. The first type consists of those that are essential for biomass formation under all environmental conditions (81 out of 90 reactions in E. coli), while the second type of reaction is required only to assure optimal metabolic performance. In case of the inactivation of the second type, alternative sub-optimal pathways can be used to ensure cellular survival. However, the compact core of S. cerevisiae only contains reactions predicted by FBA to be indispensable for biomass formation under all growth conditions. A similar selection of metabolic reactions was suggested by Burgard et al. (Burgard et al., 2001) . Their 'minimal reaction' contains the metabolic core as well as all reactions necessary for the sustained growth on any chosen substrate. A different definition of a minimal reaction set was proposed by Reed and Palsson (Reed and Palsson, 2004) , which consists of the 201 reactions that are always active in E. coli for all 136 aerobic and anaerobic single-carbon-source 'minimal environments' capable of sustaining optimal growth.
A reasonable speculation is that the reactions in the metabolic core play an important role in the maintenance of crucial metabolic functions since they are active under all environmental conditions. Consequently, the absence of individual core reactions may lead to significant metabolic disruptions. This hypothesis is strengthened through crosscorrelation with genome-scale gene-deletion data (Gerdes et al., 2003) : 74.7% of those E. coli enzymes that catalyze core metabolic reactions (i.e. core enzymes) are essential, compared with a 19.6% lethality fraction for the non-core enzymes. A similar pattern of elevated essentiality is also θ=0.5 A Connectivity product k i k j Weight vs connectivity product θ=0.7 B θ=0.5 C 10 3 10 4 10 1 10 5 10 2 10 3 10 4 10 1 10 5 10 2 10 1 10 0 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 10 3 10 4 10 1 10 5 10 2 present when analyzing large-scale deletion data for S. cerevisiae (Giaever et al., 2002) . Here, essential enzymes catalyze 84% of the core reactions, whereas the conditionally active enzymes have an average essentiality of only 15.6% . The likelihood that the cores contain such a large concentration of essential enzymes by chance is minuscule, with P-values of 3.3ϫ10 -23 and 9.0ϫ10 -13 for E. coli and yeast, respectively.
Metabolic core reactions also stand apart from the conditionally active ones when comparing their evolutionary conservation. In comparing the core enzymes of E. coli with a reference set of 32 bacteria, the average core conservation rate is 71.1% (P<10 -6 ) while the non-core enzymes have a homology matching of only 47.7%. Taking into account correlations between essentiality and evolutionary conservation, one would expect the core enzymes to show a conservation level of 63.4% .
These results indicate that an organism's ability to adapt to changing environmental conditions rests largely on the continuous activity of the metabolic core, regardless of the environmental conditions, while the conditionally active metabolic reactions represent the different ways in which a cell is capable of utilizing substrates from its environment. This suggests that the core enzymes that are essential for biomass formation, both for optimal and suboptimal growth, may provide effective antibiotic targets, given the cell's need to maintain the activity of these enzymes in all conditions.
Outlook
Network approaches provide an important set of tools to analyze and dissect complex systems spanning from biology to the social sciences. Their generic applicability has successfully been exploited by bringing measures to bear on biological problems that, for example, were originally developed for transportation systems (Albert and Barabási, 2002) . As the focus of this review has been PINs and metabolism, a variety of network approaches have given us the opportunity to interrogate the interconnected nature of cellular networks. It is, however, important to remember that the cell is far from a static environment, and it is absolutely necessary to develop new approaches to incorporate both the temporally and spatially dynamic nature of biological systems.
To achieve an accurate description of cellular networks, we also need to couple the available information on gene regulatory, signal transduction, protein interaction and metabolic networks. So far, the majority of research has been focused on studying these networks as separate entities. In particular, the study of metabolism has already shown great promise for coupling to transcription regulatory networks (Covert et al., 2004) . Although our current knowledge of kinetic parameters is severely limited, making the development of detailed kinetic models largely intractable, approaches such as FBA married with network methods have opened the door for organism-level investigations of quasi-dynamic cellular response to external and internal perturbation.
Glossary of terms
This section is designed to help readers adapt to the complex terminology associated with contemporary molecular genetics, genomics and systems biology. Fuller descriptions of these terms are available at http://www.wikipedia.org/ Ab initio prediction methods used to predict the potential genes encoded in the genome, which are trained on datasets made of known genes, and used computationally to predict coding regions out of genome without the aid of cDNA sequence. Although their performance is improving, these algorithms perform very poorly on non-protein coding genes.
Annotation as applied to proteins, DNA sequences or genes. The storage of data describing these entities (protein/gene identities, DNA motifs, gene ontology categorisation, etc.) within a biological database. Active projects include FlyBase and WormBase. See Gene ontology.
Assembly the process of aligning sequenced fragments of DNA into their correct positions within the chromosome or transcript.
cDNA complementary DNA. This is DNA synthesised from a mature mRNA template by the enzyme reverse transcriptase. cDNA is frequently used as an early part of gene cloning procedures, since it is more robust and less subject to degradation than the mRNA itself.
ChIP chromatin immunoprecipitation assay used to determine which segments of genomic DNA are bound to chromatin proteins, mainly including transcription factors.
Chip see Microarray.
ChIP-on-chip use of a DNA microarray to analyse the DNA generated from chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments (see ChIP).
cis-acting a molecule is described as cis-acting when it affects other genes that are physically adjacent, on the same chromosome, or are genetically linked or in close proximity (for mRNA expression, typically a promoter).
Collision-induced dissociation a mechanism by which molecules (e.g. proteins) are fragmented to form molecular ions in the gas phase. These fragments are then analysed within a mass spectrometer to provide mass determination.
Connectivity a term from graph theory, which indicates the number of connections between nodes or vertices in a network. Greater connectedness between nodes is generally used as a measure of robustness of a network.
CpG islands regions that show high density of 'C followed by G' dinucleotides and are generally associated with promoter elements; in particular, stretches of DNA of at least 200·bp with a C-G content of 50% and an observed CpG/expected CpG in excess of 0.6. The cytosine residues can be methylated, generally to repress transcription, while demethylated CpGs are a hallmark of transcription. CpG dinucleotides are underrepresented outside regulatory regions, such as promoters, because methylated C mutates into T by deamination.
Edge as in networks. Connects two nodes (or vertices) within a system. These concepts arise from graph theory.
Enhancer a short segment of genomic DNA that may be located remotely and that, on binding particular proteins (trans-acting factors), increases the rate of transcription of a specific gene or gene cluster.
Epistasis a phenomenon when the properties of one gene are modified by one or more genes at other loci. Otherwise known as a genetic interaction, but epistasis refers to the statistical properties of the phenomenon. Gene interaction network a network of functional interactions between genes. Functional interactions can be inferred from many different data types, including protein-protein interactions, genetic interactions, co-expression relationships, the co-inheritance of genes across genomes and the arrangement of genes in bacterial genomes. The interactions can be represented using network diagrams, with lines connecting the interacting elements, and can be modelled using differential equations.
Gene ontology (GO) an ontology is a controlled vocabulary of terms that have logical relationships with each other and that are amenable to computerised manipulation. The Gene Ontology project has devised terms in three domains: biological process, molecular function and cell compartment. Each gene or DNA sequence can be associated with these annotation terms from each domain, and this enables analysis of microarray data on groups of genes based on descriptive terms so provided. See http://www.geneontology.org
Gene set enrichment analysis a computational method that determines whether a defined set of genes, usually based on their common involvement in a biological process, shows statistically significant differences in transcript expression between two biological states.
Gene silencing the switching-off of a gene by an epigenetic mechanism at the transcriptional or posttranscriptional levels. Includes the mechanism of RNAi.
Genetic interaction (network) a genetic interaction between two genes occurs when the phenotypic consequences of a mutation in one gene are modified by the mutational status at a second locus. Genetic interactions can be aggravating (enhancing) or alleviating (suppressing). To date, most high-throughput studies have focussed on systematically identifying synthetic lethal or sick (aggravating) interactions, which can then be visualised as a network of functional interactions (edges) between genes (nodes).
Genome a portmanteau of gene and chromosome, the entire hereditary information for an organism that is embedded in the DNA (or, for some viruses, in RNA). Includes proteincoding and non-coding sequences.
Heritability phenotypic variation within a population is attributable to the genetic variation between individuals and to environmental factors. Heritability is the proportion due to genetic variation usually expressed as a percentage.
Heterologous hybridization the use of a cDNA or oligonucleotide microarray of probes designed for one species with target cRNA/cDNAs from a different species.
Homeotic the transformation of one body part to another due to mutation of specific developmentally related genes, notably the Hox genes in animals and MADS-box genes in plants.
Hub as in networks. A node with high connectivity, and thus which interacts with many other nodes in the network. A hub protein interacts with many other proteins in a cell.
Hybridisation the process of joining (annealing) two complementary single-stranded DNAs into a single double-stranded molecule. In microarray analysis, the target RNA/DNA from the subject under investigation is denatured and hybridised to probes that are immobilised on a solid phase (i.e. glass microscope slide).
Hypomorph in genetics, a loss-of-function mutation in a gene, but which shows only a partial reduction in the activity it influences rather than a complete loss (cf. hypermorph, antimorph, neomorph, etc).
Imprinting a phenomenon where two inherited copies of a gene are regulated in opposite ways, one being expressed and the other being repressed.
Indel insertion and deletion of DNA, referring to two types of genetic mutation. To be distinguished from a 'point mutation', which refers to the substitution of a single base.
Interactome a more or less comprehensive set of interactions between elements within cells. Usually applied to genes or proteins as defined by transcriptomic, proteomic or protein-protein interaction data.
Intron see Exon.
KEGG
The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes is a database of metabolic and other pathways collected from a variety of organisms. See http://www.genome.jp/kegg Metabolomics the systematic qualitative and quantitative analysis of small chemical metabolite profiles. The metabolome represents the collection of metabolites within a biological sample.
Metagenomics the application of genomic techniques to characterise complex communities of microbial organisms obtained directly from environmental samples. Typically, genomic tags are sequence characterised as markers of each species to inform on the range and abundance of species in the community.
Microarray an arrayed set of probes for detecting molecularly specific analytes or targets. Typically, the probes are composed of DNA segments that are immobilised onto the solid surface, each of which can hybridise with a specific DNA present in the target preparation. DNA microarrays are used for profiling of gene transcripts.
Model species a species used to study particular biological phenomena, the outcome offering insights into the workings of other species. Usually, the selection is based on experimental tractability, particularly ease of genetic manipulation. For the geneticist, it is an organism with inbred lines where sibs will be >98% identical (i.e. Drosophila, Caenorhabditis elegans and mice). For genomic science, it refers to a species for which the genomic DNA has been sequenced. miRNA a category of novel, very short, non-coding RNAs, generated by the cleavage of larger precursors (pri-miRNA). These short RNAs are included in the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) and pair to the 3Ј ends of target RNA, blocking its translation into proteins (in animals) or promoting RNA cleavage and degradation (in plants). mRNA a protein-coding mRNA containing a protein-coding region (CDS), preceded by a 5Ј and followed by a 3Ј untranslated region (5Ј UTR and 3Ј UTR). The UTRs contain regulatory elements. A full-length cDNA contains the complete sequence of the original mRNA, including both UTRs. However, it is often difficult to assign the starting-termination positions for protein synthesis unambiguously. A cDNA containing the entire CDS is often considered acceptable for bioinformatic and experimental studies requiring full-length cDNAs.
ncRNA non-coding RNA is any RNA molecule with no obvious protein-coding potential for at least 80 or 100 amino acids, as determined by scanning full-length cDNA sequences. It includes ribosomal (rRNA) and transfer RNAs (tRNA) and is now known to include various sub-classes of RNA, including snoRNA, siRNA and piRNA. Just like the coding mRNAs, a large proportion of ncRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II and are large transcripts. A description of the many forms of ncRNA can be found at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-coding_RNA. snoRNA small nucleolar RNA. A sub-class of RNA molecules involved in guiding chemical modification of ribosomal RNA and other RNA genes as part of the regulation of gene expression.
SNP single nucleotide polymorphism. A single base-pair mutation at a specific locus, usually consisting of two alleles. Because SNPs are conserved over evolution, they are frequently used in QTL analysis and in association studies in place of microsatellites, and in genetic fingerprinting analyses.
SSH suppressive subtractive hybridisation. A powerful protocol for enriching cDNA libraries for genes that differ in representation between two or more conditions. It combines normalisation and subtraction in a single procedure and allows the detection of lowabundance, differentially expressed transcripts, such as those involved in signalling and signal transduction.
Structural RNAs a class of non-coding RNA, long known to have a structural role (for instance, the ribosomal RNAs), transcribed by RNA polymerase I or III.
Systems biology treatment of biological entities as systems composed of defined elements interacting in defined ways to enable the observed function and behaviour of that system. The properties of the systems are embedded in a quantitative model that guides further tests of systems behaviour.
TATA-boxes sequences in promoter regions constituted by TATAAA, or similar variants, which were considered the hallmark of Promoters. Recent data show that they are present only in the minority of promoters, where they direct transcription at a single well-defined location some 30·bp downstream of this element.
trans-acting a factor or gene that acts on another unlinked gene, a gene on a separate chromosome or genetically unlinked usually through some diffusible protein product (for mRNA expression, typically a transcription factor).
Transcript an RNA product produced by the action of RNA polymerase reading the sequence of bases in the genomic DNA. Originally limited to protein-coding sequences with flanking UTRs but now known to include large numbers of products that do not code for a protein product.
Transcriptome the full set of mRNA molecules (transcripts) produced by the system under observation. Whilst the genome is fixed for a given organism, the transcriptome varies with context (i.e. tissue source, ontogeny, external conditions or experimental treatment).
Transgene a gene or genetic material that has been transferred between species or between organisms using one of several genetic engineering techniques.
Transinduction generation of transcripts from intergenic regions. At least some such products do not relate to a definable promoter or transcriptional start site.
Transposon sequences of DNA able to move to new positions within the genome of a single cell. This event might cause mutation at the site of insertion. Also called 'mobile genetic elements' or 'jumping genes'.
Transvection an epigenetic phenomenon arising from the interaction between one allele and the corresponding allele on the homologous chromosome, leading to gene regulation.
TUs transcriptional units. Used to group all of the overlapping RNA transcripts that are transcribed from the same genomic strand and share exonic sequences.
UTR untranslated region. Regions of the mRNA that lie at either the 3Ј or 5Ј flanking ends of the molecule (i.e. 3Ј UTR and 5Ј UTR). They bracket the protein-coding region and contain signals and binding sites that are important for the regulation of both protein translation and RNA degradation.
